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ABSTRACT 
 
The second wave of COVID-19 has worst impacted the country like India. However, the third wave is 
much predicted and may be infection among the children at risk. The endemic of diseases that 
outbreak from time to time in particular regions of India have shown several challenges to the health 
system in the past. The most likely endemic is Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES) for few states of 
India that is reported during the pre-monsoon and post-monsoon season. However, AES had the 
highest chances of being found in pediatric age only with very few exceptions. The symptoms are 
confusing for diagnosing COVID-19 patients, and a great fear that the symptoms may overlap with 
AES. The sudden outbreak of AES during the current COVID-19 pandemic may intersect the demand 
for health resources, oxygen and isolated beds. The common insistence among the AES and COVID-
19 patients will be oxygen demands, wards-bed (in NICU, PICU) and drugs. Hence, early 
preparedness is of utmost demand, simultaneously strengthening health infrastructures in this aspect is 
obvious.  
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1. BACKGROUND 

Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES) 
has a significant public health concern and 
remains mysterious with few known 
possible aetiology (1–3). The symptoms of 
AES usually include acute onset of fever 
with a change in mental status that may lead 
to disorientation, coma, or inability to talk 
and seizures (2,4). AES had the highest 
chances of being found in paediatric age 
only with very few exceptions. The 
epidemics of AES have been being reported 
in Indian states from time to time. As per 
the National Vector Borne Disease Control 
Programme (NVBDCP) report, most of the 
AES cases were reported from the states of 
Manipur, Tripura, Assam, West Bengal, 
Odisha, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Uttar 
Pradesh and Bihar. These states are 
deprived of health infrastructures. 

Approximately 375 million population of 
India are at risk of AES. However, the 
districts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar are 
highly susceptible to AES and have 
witnessed several deaths in the last decade 
(5). 

In the past, the tested samples from 
AES patients reported either virus (JEV, 
enteroviruses, dengue, Chandipura, 
parvovirus, West Nile, herpes simplex) the 
non-virus (scrub typhus, protozoa, fungus) 
agents. The AES cases with confirmed 
aetiology ranged from 38%-85% in some 
selected districts of Uttar Pradesh (1). In 
another study, the clinical examinations (of 
cerebrospinal fluid and blood serum) among 
407 hospitalized AES patients revealed that 
65.4%, 10.3%, and 7.1% were diagnosed 
with scrub typhus, JEV, and dengue virus, 
respectively and rest were found with no 
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aetiology for the aforementioned tested 
virus (6). However, no aetiology, including 
JEV, Nipah, West Nile, and Chandipura 
virus, was diagnosed in the samples of 
patients from Muzaffarpur, Bihar yet (3). 
The aetiology of AES may also be 
multifactorial such as poverty, 
environmental, weather, socio-economic, 
sanitation, hygiene status of surroundings, 
etc. (7). Sometimes the economic and social 
factors were also blamed for AES 
occurrences, which were considered 
essential factors (5). This also signifies the 
reliance of AES patients on the government 
prepared infrastructure. The AES patient 
with unknown aetiology remains a 
challenge to the health practitioner and 
health manager. If the AES not detected in 
time, it could lead to brain damage, which 
may require long-term supportive care and 
therapy. More often, the AES cases start to 
report by mid of May and attain the peaks in 
June/July of the year (4) and remain 
seasonal.  

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) is caused by the deadliest virus SARS-
CoV-2, which was first reported (epidemic) 
in a city of China and became pandemic in 
March 2020 (WHO). The primary source of 
transmission of this virus from human to 
human is respiratory droplet and possible by 
faecal-oral and aerosol contact (8). The 
intersecting crisis of Covid-19 and AES 
could limit the health systems ability to 
respond to pre-existing problems. 
 
2. Diagnosis of AES cases  
2.1. Based on clinical/physical conditions 

Clinically a case defined as a person 
of any age, at any time of year with acute 
onset of fever, not more than 5-7 days of 
duration and change in mental status with or 
without (including symptoms such as 
confusion, disorientation, coma or inability 
to talk) AND/OR new onset of seizures 
(Excluding simple febrile seizure). Other 
clinical findings are irritability, abnormal 
behaviour apart from normal or usual febrile 
illness. Apart from physical diagnosis, the 
biological sample from the case must be 

diagnosed with laboratory tests (Directorate 
of National Vector Borne Diseases Control 
Programme 2006; National Programme for 
Prevention and Control of Japanese 
Encephalitis/Acute Encephalitis Syndrome 
2014).   
 
2.2. Based on laboratory supports/tests 

In the sentinel surveillance network, 
AES/JE will be diagnosed by IgM Capture 
ELISA, and virus isolation will be done in 
the National Reference Laboratory. 
However, a suspected case with any one of 
the following markers may be identified 
with AES: Presence of IgM antibody in 
serum and/or CSF to specific virus 
including JE/Enterovirus or other virus or 
others, the fourfold difference in IgG 
antibody titer in paired sera, isolation of 
virus from brain tissue, antigen detection by 
immunofluorescence, nucleic acid detection 
by PCR. Probable Cases defined as a 
suspected case in close geographic and 
temporal relationship to a laboratory-
confirmed case of AES/JE in an outbreak.  
AES due to other agents defined as a 
suspected case in which diagnostic testing is 
performed, and an aetiological agent other 
than AES/JE is identified. Acute 
Encephalitis Syndrome due to unknown 
agent as a suspected case in which no 
diagnostic testing is performed /no 
aetiological agent is identified/test results 
are intermediate. 
 
3. Overlapping of symptoms, signs, and 
Management of AES during COVID-19 
Pandemic 

AES outbreak reported from time to 
time in the limited area of India and caused 
several morbidity and mortality. The third 
wave indications by various researchers all 
over the globe. According to researchers, 
the children (below age 18yrs) will be worst 
affected in the third wave. However, the 
second wave of COVID-19 is itself dreadful 
and causes high mortality and morbidity. 
This is also a challenge for children below 
age ten years to teach them COVID 
appropriate behaviours. The other challenge, 
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current vaccines are not licensed to be 
administered to children. Although the 
primary target of coronavirus is the lungs, it 
is familiar that this causes injury to the brain 
too. The coronavirus is associated with 
respiratory distress syndrome, severe 
metabolic syndrome, electrolyte imbalance, 
cardiac events, thromboembolic syndrome, 
neurological syndrome (11–14). Beijing 
Ditan reported the first case of viral 
encephalitis associated with COVID-19 in 
March 2020. The researcher confirmed the 
presence of SARS-CoV-2 in the 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by genome 
sequencing (15). SARS CoV has the 
potential to induce neurological disease 
includes polyneuropathy, encephalitis, 
ischemic stroke (14). The SARS CoV2 and 
SARS CoV have 79.5% genetic similarity, 
while in bat coronavirus is as high as 96% 
(16). In the present scenario, the 
neurological also present in few patients. 
The patients were having a headache, 
disturbed consciousness (17). 
 
4. Need to strengthen the service to AES 
and COVID 19 

There is an urgent need to strengthen 
the surveillance, vector control and case 
management. Timely referral of severe and 
complicated cases are also equally 
important. However, this is very well 
understood that COVID-19 may have a 
great and negative impact on such 
management. Need to strengthen the WASH 
Program including accessibility of safe 
drinking water and proper sanitation 
facilities to target the population in rural and 
urban areas. 
 
5. Hospital Management of AES 

Identification of early danger signs 
reduces morbidity, mortality and provides 
prompt referral hospitalization with first-
line management at the grassroots level. The 
treatment depends on the status of the 
patient at the time of arrival. Generally, 
patients present with high-grade fever with 
altered sensorium and mental status or 
convulsion. The first foremost is an 

assessment of the patency of the airway in 
such patients. The treatment at all facilities 
from primary to tertiary level is similar. The 
referral may arise with the lack of facilities 
in primary care settings. The oxygen facility 
is a key determinant and vital for 
management.  Management of airways, 
breathing, and circulation is the first step, 
with control of fever, intracranial pressure 
(if raised), associated convulsions. The 
other management is also essential, 
including the fluids and electrolytes, 
nutrition and calories, and the specific 
treatment of any underlying cause. 
Investigations, sample collections and 
transportation to identify the aetiology of 
AES is important during the hospital stay. 
Reporting the case(s) under integrated 
surveillance program and rehabilitation 
planning is also needed to take care. 
 
6. Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) 

Pediatric Intensive Care is required 
in severe cases where multisystem 
involvement occurs, particularly nervous 
system, respiratory system and 
cardiovascular systems. In the predicted 
third wave of COVID-19 may impact the 
children primarily. The intensive care may 
be jeopardized with the management of 
AES and COVID-19. The common 
insistence among the AES and COVID-19 
patients will be oxygen demands, sharing of 
wards (in NICU, PICU), common drugs. 
We do not have enough pediatric Covid care 
wards and intensive care units for children. 
The symptoms are unknown for diagnosing 
COVID-19 patients, and a great fear that the 
symptoms may coincide with AES. This 
may mislead the health practitioner to 
diagnose, isolate and treat the AES patient 
or AES with COVID-19. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 

The SARS CoV-2 and AES both are 
affecting the nervous system as per current 
literature. Both are life-threatening disease 
with a high burden on the health system. 
Upcoming a few months are crucial in the 
health of children in both deadly infections. 
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Early diagnosis and management of 
neurological manifestation will impact 
morbidity and mortality in COVID and AES 
cases. The appropriate and timely 
intervention, mitigation of the health system 
and health professionals is vital. 
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